Entrepreneurship Internship
Company
Ranked as the 323rd fastest-growing company in the US by Inc. Magazine, K2 Dental Arts is spearheading
the dental industry shift from analog to digital across the United States, Canada and Puerto Rico. With
beginnings at the UVA Darden School of Business, K2 takes a novel business approach to implement
cutting-edge custom manufacturing methods and high-touch customer support. Teamwork is paramount at
K2 and has enabled the company’s exponential growth; our informal and supportive work culture has a
constant focus on performance and achievement.
Position – Charlottesville, VA
The internship will provide you with insight into a successful startup, small team environment, and the core
business functions of a company. You will be exposed to the fields of marketing, operations, strategy,
communications, market research and possibly sales. Your major and interests will play a large role in
determining in which area you spend most of your time.
Work you will do
As an intern, you will spend some time shadowing to learn about the business, executing basic operations
and ultimately, be responsible for one long term project or several smaller, short term ones depending on
the company’s needs. Projects might include developing dental blogs, expanding our Facebook/LinkedIn
presence, creating ways to streamline communications through various mediums, recommending ways to
increase sales by gathering and analyzing customer data, researching and recommending new suppliers and
partners for the launch of a new product line, or assisting in the rollout of a benefit plan to name a few. As
a member of a small and highly-qualified team, you will carry significant responsibility early on.
How you will grow
You will leave with a very good understanding of how a successful startup functions: it’s priorities,
challenges, and mode of operation. You will gain a holistic view of a business and of how different
departments work together to further the shared goals of the company.
Qualifications:
• Self-motivated
• Proven ability to reach goals
• Curious

•
•
•

Meticulous
Quick to learn
Team experience

Please contact Temple Fajardo to apply: (434)
282-4862
www.k2dentalarts.com
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